Background: The classification of alcohol use disorder has changed over the past century. Now, the conceptualization of alcohol dependence is still controversial. Accumulating evidence has shown the reliability and validity for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence in the ICD-10 and DSM-IV. However, the meaning and association of the respective diagnostic items, which are descriptive of representative symptoms, have hardly been examined. The core symptom of substance use disorder has been debated in various situations, but has never been elucidated logically.
D
IAGNOSTIC CONSTRUCTS THAT can be applied to repetitive substance use have developed over the past century. Various historical conceptualizations of substance use disorders have resulted in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Disorders (DSM; Saunders, 2006) . The diagnoses of substance use disorders are psychometrically robust and clinically useful. In the current diagnostic and classification system, these disorders are defined and delineated on a phenomenological basis. Nevertheless, many alternative, even competing, schools of thought exist with regard to the nature of these conditions (Saunders, 2006) . A detailed conceptualization of substance use disorders would be helpful in portraying the nature of these conditions.
The diagnostic criteria for substance use disorders have changed over several decades. The ICD-10, completed in 1992, was modified based on the Edward & Gross conceptualization, which was published in 1976 as a provisional description of alcohol dependence syndrome (Edwards and Gross, 1976; Li et al., 2007; Saunders, 2006) . The ICD has consistently accepted dependence syndrome as the central disease of substance use disorders. Meanwhile, the ICD has been naturally influenced by the DSM criteria. Outline of diagnostic guideline for dependence syndrome according to the ICD-10 consists of 6 items: a strong desire or sense of compulsion (strong desire), difficulties in controlling substance-taking behavior (difficulties in controlling), a physiological withdrawal state (withdrawal), evidence of tolerance (tolerance), progressive neglect of alternative pleasures or interests (neglect of pleasures), and persisting with substance use despite overtly harmful consequences (harmful consequences). The definitions of dependence syndromes in the ICD-10 and DSM-IV are psychometrically similar, and the differences are relatively small. The main conceptual difference is that in the ICD-10, dependence syndrome includes the cognitive item, craving (strong desire).
Since its first publication in 1952, the DSM has been reviewed and revised several times. The first and second editions of the DSM grouped substance use disorders under the category of personality disorders and neurosis (Li et al., 2007) . In the third edition (DSM-III), published in 1980, substance use disorders were classified separately for the first time. Afterward, substance use disorders were conceptualized as a disease entity. A distinction was made between substance abuse and dependence in the DSM-III. This distinction was retained in the DSM-IV, which was published in 1994. Several studies examined the validity of distinctions between normality and abuse and between abuse and dependence. However, some studies found that a 1-factor model fit the criteria best (Borges et al., 2010; Keyes et al., 2011; Saha et al., 2006; Shmulewitz et al., 2010) . A unidimensionality was found for substance abuse and dependence in the DSM-IV criteria with the exception of legal problems, indicating that dependence and the remaining abuse criteria share the same underlying condition (Hasin et al., 2013; Saha et al., 2006) . Other studies supported models with 2 or more factors, although these factors did not accord with the DSM-IV distinction between abuse and dependence Harford and Muthen, 2001; Nelson et al., 1999) . Therefore, substance abuse and dependence have been integrated into substance-related disorders in the DSM-5, which was published in 2013 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The meaning of craving as a criterion has been discussed, although craving has already been included in the dependence criteria in the ICD-10. In preliminary studies, the addition of craving yielded a better continuous measure that differentiates individuals with and without alcohol problems along an alcohol use disorder continuum (Keyes et al., 2011; Murphy et al., 2014) . The switch from the DSM-IV to the DSM-5 changed the prevalence of individuals with alcohol-related problems and successfully incorporated diagnostic orphans into the diagnostic realm in primary studies (Agrawal et al., 2011; Bartoli et al., 2015) .
Evidence regarding the reliability and validity of the ICD-10 and DSM criteria for the diagnosis of alcohol use disorder has been accumulating Hasin, 2003) . The test-retest reliability of ICD-10 dependence or DSM-IV dependence for a variety of psychoactive substances was relatively high, with a kappa coefficient of 0.7 to 0.9 (kappa values of 0.75 and higher are interpreted as indicating excellent reliability, while kappa values of 0.60 to 0.74 indicate good reliability). However, the reliability of ICD-10 "harmful use" or DSM-IV "abuse" was notably lower than the reliability of dependence (Hasin, 2003) . Similarly, while the validity of dependence against clinical and nonclinical data has been shown to be relatively high, the validity of harmful use or abuse has been substantially lower than dependence Hasin, 2003; Saunders, 2006) . The reliability and validity of the diagnostic instruments and constructed interviews for alcohol and drug dependence in the ICD-10 and DSM have also been demonstrated (Dawson et al., 2012; Gerdner and Wickstrom, 2015; Ustun et al., 1997) . Although the reliability and validity of the diagnosis of alcohol dependence have been proven, the magnitude of each criterion for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence has hardly been investigated. The contributions of the respective symptoms in alcohol dependence and abuse in the DSM-IV to capture alcohol use disorders have been addressed in large general population samples in the United States using item response theory analysis Saha et al., 2006) . These studies have discussed whether dimensionality is required to assess subjects with alcohol problems and ordered relative severity of individual criteria. However, the diagnostic roles of the symptomatic items have never been discussed from the viewpoint of core symptoms.
The core symptoms of substance use disorder have been debated in various situations. Core features describe the "whatness" of a mental disorder and can be defined as the symptoms and constructs that index the internal dysfunction underlying the pathology rather directly (Martin et al., 2014) . Craving, withdrawal, and tolerance have been empirically emphasized as candidates for the central element of substance use disorder (De Bruijn et al., 2004; Edwards and Gross, 1976; Hasin et al., 2000) . The candidate symptoms have been proven to be predictors or risk factors of alcohol use disorder (Corbin et al., 2013; Hasin et al., 2000; Schneekloth et al., 2012) . The relevance of these symptoms to the dependence mechanism has also been individually examined from genetic and neurobiological perspectives (Agrawal et al., 2013; Heinz et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2008; Seo and Sinha, 2014) . However, evidence supporting candidates for the core symptoms has never been logically endorsed by practical methods. The core symptoms of substance dependence need to be identified, and which of the respective symptomatic items are really essential for the diagnosis of substance dependence should be verified.
For this purpose, the clarification of the associations among the respective symptomatic items and the identification of the core symptomatic component for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence are key research questions. We attempted to analyze statistically the correlations and magnitudes of the 6 representative symptomatic items for alcohol dependence in the ICD-10, which were endorsed by treatment-seeking patients. The ICD-10 is commonly used at psychiatric clinics in Japan. In addition, the 6 items in the ICD-10 will be integrated into 3 items in the proposed criteria for alcohol dependence in the ICD-11 (Tyburski et al., 2014) . Contrary to the DSM, the ICD criteria intend to refine and elaborate the concept of dependence. Thus, an analysis of the symptomatic items in the ICD-10 seemed suitable for the present study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study targeted treatment-seeking patients visiting our hospital, the National Hospital Organization, Kurihama Medical and Addiction Center. The hospital is located near Tokyo and is recognized as a treatment center for addiction and dependence in Japan.
The patients utilized various routes to treatment in the hospital. Some patients were refereed by physicians in general hospitals, where they had been followed for physical problems caused by excessive drinking. Some patients were brought by their spouses, who obtained the required information about alcohol treatment on the Internet. Some patients voluntarily visited our hospital following the recommendations of their bosses and colleagues or their relatives.
We consecutively registered patients with alcohol-related problems between the ages of 22 and 90 years who had visited our hospital for the first time between January and March 2012. The 6 symptomatic items of the ICD-10 criteria for alcohol dependence were checked at the time of the first visit in each case. The diagnostic criteria were ascertained on the basis of a nonstandardized psychiatric evaluation by 5 skilled specialists in alcohol treatment. We focused on the data in these study periods and collected the data 1 year later, because the data were filled without unreasonable leakage and considered to be more reliable.
One hundred and ninety-two patients with alcohol-related problems who had visited our hospital for the first time were registered successively in the present study. We attempted to evaluate all the patients according to the 6 symptomatic items of the ICD-10 criteria for alcohol dependence. However, 9 patients could not be evaluated. Some of the patients did not have sufficient verbal communication abilities because of severe drunkenness or serious dementia. Others were uncooperative and refused medical interventions, as they had been forced to visit the hospital by their families.
All the patients also received laboratory examinations on the same day of their visit. Markers reflecting alcohol consumption, such as serum Aspartate Aminotransferase (AST), Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT), and Gamma-Glutamyl Transpeptidase (GGT), were measured and used in the assessment. The median levels of these hepatic enzymes were calculated for groups classified according to the number of checked diagnostic items.
The correlations of the checked symptomatic items among the ICD-10 diagnostic criteria were then examined statistically using chi-square tests for the categorical variables. In this study, the null hypothesis that the presence of 1 criterion would not affect the likelihood of another was assumed. Thus, a smaller p value indicated stronger evidence that the 2 criteria were not independent of each other. The component loading of the respective ICD-10 diagnostic criteria was analyzed using a categorical principal component analysis. The correlations between the median of the hepatic biomarkers and the number of the checked diagnostic items were analyzed using Spearman's rank correlation coefficients. The data analysis was performed using SPSS 19.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). A significant level of p < 0.01 was used throughout the study. A level of 0.01 < p < 0.05 was considered to indicate a weak correlation in the study.
RESULTS
Of the 192 patients, 183 patients were evaluated using the ICD-10 criteria. The 183 subjects who were evaluated according to the ICD-10 criteria were interviewed with regard to their alcohol intake, smoking habits, and other background characteristics (Table 1) . Overall, 142 of the subjects were male and 41 were female. The average age of male patients (55.5 years) was significantly older than that of female patients (47.1 years). Two-thirds of the subjects were smokers. About 20% of the subjects were divorced. Over 20% of the subjects were unemployed, and one-third of the female subjects were housewives.
The number of checked items for the 183 patients with alcohol-related problems are shown in Fig. 1 . Overall, 162 patients satisfied the alcohol dependence criteria, since they had met 3 or more of the ICD-10 criteria at some time during the previous year. The remaining 21 patients did not meet the criteria for alcohol dependence. Patients with 5 criteria were the most common (Fig. 1) . Next, the proportion of patients exhibiting each diagnostic criterion was examined (Fig. 2) . The criterion "difficulties in controlling" was the most widely observed criterion among the subjects. Over 60% of the subjects exhibited evidence of "tolerance." Only half of the subjects exhibited the diagnostic item of "withdrawal."
We investigated the statistical relations among the checked diagnostic items in the ICD-10 criteria. The correlations The titles of the columns are represented by the first letters of abbreviated labels of the respective criteria. Bold numbers indicate a significant correlation between the diagnostic items, while italicized numbers indicate a weak connection.
among the respective criteria were calculated by determining the p values (Table 2 ). In the table, bold numbers indicate a significant correlation between 2 items, while italicized numbers indicate a weak connection. The r values were calculated simultaneously and are described in parentheses in Table 2 . Since categorical binary variables (0 or 1) were used in the analysis, the r values were relatively small.
A correlation diagram was drawn based on the statistical correlations shown in Table 2 (Fig. 3 ). Significant correlations are indicated by solid lines, while a weak connection concerned with "tolerance" is indicated by the dotted line.
Three diagnostic items in the ICD-10-"strong desire," "difficulties in controlling," and "neglect of pleasures"-were strongly correlated with each other. In particular, "difficulties in controlling" was significantly correlated with 4 other items, which was the largest number of correlations: "strong desire," "withdrawal," "neglect of pleasures," and "harmful consequences." Therefore, the diagnostic item "difficulties in controlling" was regarded as having 4 arms and was placed in the center of the correlation diagram. "Tolerance" was the only item not correlated with "difficulties in controlling." "Strong desire" was significantly correlated with 3 diagnostic items, which was the second largest number of correlations: "difficulties in controlling," "withdrawal," and "neglect of pleasures." "Neglect of pleasures" was significantly correlated with 2 other diagnostic items ("strong desire" and "difficulties in controlling") and was weakly connected with 3 items ("withdrawal," "tolerance," and "harmful consequences"; Table 2 ). "Neglect of pleasures" was the only item that was connected in some manner with all 5 other items.
Two diagnostic items, "withdrawal" and "harmful consequences," were not as strongly correlated with the former 3 items ("strong desire," "difficulties in controlling," and "neglect of pleasures"). "Withdrawal" had 2 arms, indicating correlations with "strong desire" and "difficulties in controlling." "Harmful consequences" had only 1 arm, indicating a correlation with "difficulties in controlling" in the correlation diagram. The last diagnostic item, "tolerance," was minimally correlated with the other diagnostic items and was demonstrated to be a relatively independent item.
Furthermore, we performed a categorical principal component analysis to confirm the validity of the correlation diagram among the diagnostic criteria. The eigenvalue of the primary component was more than 1.0 (Table 3 ). This result means that the primary component could be largely attributed to the explanatory elements for patients with alcoholrelated problems. The primary component reasonably consisted of 6 diagnostic items in the ICD-10 criteria. The component loading of the 6 items is shown in Table 3 . The value for "difficulties in controlling" was highest and was more than 0.7. The importance of the diagnostic item "difficulties in controlling" for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence was also endorsed by this analysis. The value for "neglect of pleasures" was second to that of "difficulties in controlling." The titles of the columns are represented by the first letters of abbreviated labels of the respective criteria. Bold numbers indicate a significant correlation between the diagnostic items, while italicized numbers indicate a weak connection. "Strong desire" had the third largest score in the primary component loading analysis. The component loading value of "tolerance" was lowest and was <0.4.
The validity was needed to endorse the judgments of assessors by using another method. All the patients received blood examinations when they visited our hospital for the first time. Hepatic markers, such as AST, ALT, and GGT, play a clinical role in the detection of drinking-associated complications and comorbid conditions that may increase the risk of drinking (Conigrave et al., 2003) . The medians of these markers were compared among groups that were classified according to the number of checked diagnostic items (Fig. 4) . The number of diagnostic items was significantly correlated with elevated AST (p = 0.001), ALT (p = 0.016), and GGT (p < 0.001) values. These results indicate that the number of checked items validly reflected the severity of alcohol dependence and alcohol-related problems.
DISCUSSION
This study targeted treatment-seeking patients with alcohol problems and statistically evaluated the correlations and magnitudes of checked diagnostic items of alcohol dependence in the ICD-10. To our knowledge, it is the first study to address the diagnostic items endorsed by experienced treatment specialists and assess the characteristics of the diagnostic items targeting treatment-seeking patients. The validity of the endorsed diagnostic items was confirmed by hepatic markers in the blood that were concurrently examined.
As mentioned in the introduction, a unidimensional concept of substance use disorder has been widely held based on a great deal of evidence, and a single diagnostic criterion was adopted in the DSM-5 (Hasin, 2015) . The principal component analysis in this study also indicated that the 6 criteria items formed a single broad superordinate factor. This finding did not contradict previously reported work (Saha et al., 2006; Borges et al., 2010) .
Three diagnostic items in the ICD-10, "strong desire," "difficulties in controlling," and "neglect of pleasures," were strongly correlated with each other and were considered to form the core symptoms for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence. In particular, the diagnostic item "difficulties in controlling" was the most broadly observed among the subjects and was placed in the center of the correlation diagram. Moreover, the principal component analysis also demonstrated that "difficulties in controlling" had the highest component loading value, followed by "neglect of pleasures" and "strong desire." These results did not conflict with the theory that the diagnostic items "strong desire," "difficulties in controlling," and "neglect of pleasures" form the core symptoms for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence. Since "neglect of pleasures" was connected with the other 5 items and had the second largest component value, "neglect of pleasures" was thought to play an important role in the diagnosis of alcohol dependence, as was "difficulties in controlling." "Strong desire" had 3 correlations with other diagnostic items and a particularly strong correlation with "difficulties in controlling." Certainly, a strong desire is considered to easily lead to difficulties in controlling drinking based on clinical impressions. Thus, a strong desire has been integrated into the diagnostic item "difficulties in controlling substancetaking behavior" in the proposed ICD-11 criteria (U/L) N umber of diagnostic items Fig. 4 . Median values of hepatic markers classified according to the number of checked diagnostic items. (Tyburski et al., 2014) . The present results also indicated that "strong desire" was fairly cooperative with "difficulties in controlling."
The strong desire or sense of compulsion, that is, craving, has been discussed as a substance use disorder criterion. This symptom was included among the dependence criteria in the ICD-10, but was excluded in the DSM-IV. Evidence of craving as a treatment target for alcohol use disorder has been accumulating (O'Brien, 2005; Schneekloth et al., 2012; Subbaraman et al., 2013) . Recently, anticraving drugs, such as naltrexone and nalmefene, have been shown to be effective for the reduction of drinking and the maintenance of abstinence in the pharmacological treatment of alcohol use disorder (Garbutt et al., 1999; O'Brien, 2005; Paille and Martini, 2014) . Support for craving as a criterion comes indirectly from behavioral, imaging, and genetic studies (Heinz et al., 2009; Seo and Sinha, 2014) . On the other hand, whether craving should be included as a criterion has remained uncertain, because craving can persist long into remission (Li et al., 2015; Pickens et al., 2011) . While the psychometric benefit in adding a craving criterion has been equivocal, the opinion that craving may become important as a biological treatment target has prevailed. A craving criterion was thus included for substance use disorder in the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and was found to be included among the core diagnostic items in the present study.
The diagnostic item "withdrawal" was somewhat correlated with the former 3 items and seemed to complement the core symptoms in the diagnosis of alcohol dependence. In fact, "withdrawal" had intermediate component loading values. Withdrawal syndrome has been considered the key element in characterizing alcohol dependence. Indeed, withdrawal syndrome facilitates more drinking to relieve uncomfortable withdrawal sensations and leads to the development of dependency. A great deal of evidence regarding the biological mechanism of withdrawal syndrome has been accumulated using various study methods (Moonat et al., 2010; Pandey et al., 2008) . The biological mechanism of withdrawal suggests that the development of withdrawal syndrome depends on the amount of recently consumed substance and the clinical characteristics of individuals (Eyer et al., 2011) . Although withdrawal syndrome certainly contributes to the development of dependency, the syndrome might not play a central role in the diagnosis of alcohol dependence and might rather complement the diagnostic role of the core symptomatic items. Actually, only half of the subjects exhibited the diagnostic item "withdrawal" in this study.
The last diagnostic item, "tolerance," was minimally related to the other diagnostic items and was demonstrated to be a relatively independent item. "Tolerance" was shown to have the lowest component loading value among the 6 criteria in the ICD-10. These results suggested that the diagnostic item "tolerance" has a minimal contribution to the diagnosis of alcohol dependence. Tolerance develops over the time course of repeated drinking episodes and might play an important role in the escalation to heavy drinking and the formation of alcohol dependence (Corbin et al., 2013; Ghezzi et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2008) . Although acquired tolerance predicts alcohol-related problems and facilitates the development of dependency (Corbin et al., 2013; Schuckit et al., 2008) , whether or not evidence of tolerance exists might not be essential for a diagnosis. When patients with alcohol-related problems visit a hospital, a definite diagnosis of alcohol dependence is performed from a cross-sectional viewpoint. The acquired tolerance of the patients might have been lost at the time of the hospital visit because of their poor physical conditioning or age-related declines (Ziolkowski et al., 1995) . A previous factor analysis suggested that tolerance, withdrawal syndrome, and impaired control items could be identified as separate factors (Muthen et al., 1993) . The evidence of this previous factor analysis targeting current drinkers was compatible with the results of the present study targeting treatment-seeking patients with alcoholrelated problems.
In the present study, the percentages of diagnostic items that were exhibited differed substantially (Fig. 2) . The percentages of the checked items "strong desire," "difficulty in controlling," and "harmful consequences" were each over 80%. The percentage of "neglect of pleasures" was about 70%. Unexpectedly, the percentage of "withdrawal" did not reach 50% and was less than those of the other diagnostic items. The proportion of endorsed diagnostic items had been examined using data from the 1991 to 1992 National Longitudinal Alcohol Epidemiologic Survey (NLAES) and the 2001 to 2002 National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC), which featured a representative sample of U.S. adults . We cannot easily compare the present study with these analyses performed in the United States, however, because the analyses were based on self-reports and targeted past-year drinkers and individuals with past-year alcohol use disorder and because they were analyzed using the diagnostic items for alcohol dependence and abuse in the DSM-IV. Nevertheless, the proportion of "difficulties in controlling" endorsed by treatment-seeking patients in this study was prevalent, as well as the corresponding items in the DSM-IV reported in these large-scale studies in the United States. The proportions of 2 physiological items, "withdrawal" and "tolerance," endorsed in this study were lower than that of "difficulties in controlling," and these findings were similar to the results of the previous U.S. studies. While the proportions of "neglect of pleasures" and "harmful consequences" were quite high in the present study, the corresponding criteria in the DSM-IV were rather less prevalent and had high severity threshold parameters in the analyses of the collected data from NESARC . The difference seems to be mainly attributable to differences in the subjects among the studies. The diagnostic items "neglect of pleasures" and "harmful consequences" latently reflect alcohol-related problems suffered by the subjects and their families that drove the subjects to visit hospitals. Therefore, treatment-seeking patients might have a tendency to endorse the items, "neglect of pleasures" and "harmful consequences." In particular, the diagnostic item "harmful consequences" depends on the subjects' circumstances, because they must be made aware of the nature or extent of the harm caused by their drinking by people who are familiar to them. If subjects who have suffered from physical or psychological problems and have realized that their problems are caused by drinking continue to have difficulties in controlling their drinking, they are very likely to involve diagnostic items "difficulties in controlling" and "harmful consequences." Therefore, "harmful consequences" was only significantly correlated with "difficulties in controlling" and might only supplement the diagnostic role of "difficulties in controlling."
Our study design created some methodological limitations. The first limitation was the accuracy with which the ICD-10 assessment could be conducted. All the subjects were assessed by 5 specialists, each with experience treating hundreds or thousands of alcohol-dependent patients. Although the diagnostic standard based on the ICD-10 criteria differs slightly in each case, the difference would be less noticeable in a large sample. Actually, the validity of the assessment was objectively confirmed by correlations between hepatic markers and the number of checked items. Second, all the patients including those who did not meet the criteria for alcohol dependence were analyzed in this study. When 162 alcohol-dependent patients among the 183 subjects were analyzed separately, the correlation among the 6 diagnostic items was obscured (data not shown), partly because the increase in the proportions of endorsed diagnostic items masked the correlations. However, the 21 patients who did not meet 3 or more criteria had visited our hospital because of serious alcohol-related problems such as insomnia, depression, cognitive dysfunction, blackouts, violence, or drunken driving. The ICD-10 criteria for alcohol dependence do not always cover patients with severe alcohol problems. Thus, it seemed reasonable to include them in the present analysis. Third, the criteria that reflect the consequences of substance use are substantially conditioned by social and cultural circumstances (Martin et al., 2014; Room, 2006) . The consequences are explicit for the diagnostic item "harmful consequences" and implicit to varying extents for "neglect of pleasures," most notably for "increased amount of time" around the substance. Where the substance is readily and widely available, the issue of time spent seems irrelevant to informants (Room, 2006) . Alcohol consumption is very acceptable in Japanese society. Drinking parties are common activities that are used to strengthen social and business ties. Therefore, the evaluation of diagnostic thresholds for the items "neglect of pleasures" and "harmful consequences" might be influenced by a higher societal tolerance in the present study, compared with the thresholds in other countries. Fourth, the present study explored the core symptoms from only 6 symptomatic items represented in the ICD-10. The representative 6 items have inherited the elements suggested by Edwards and Gross (1976) and have been developed to capture the precise criteria of alcohol dependence. The representative 6 items have been rigorously resolved into more symptomatic elements Muthen et al., 1993) . Whereas the use of multiple symptom items would be desirable of yielding more reliable and valid criterion measures, the inclusion of highly correlated symptom items contributes little above and beyond the existent criteria items . Nevertheless, caution is needed to ensure that the core symptomatic items were indicated based only on what was assessed. It would be necessary to be careful of the possibility of allosteric symptomatic items. Fifth, the core characteristics of alcohol dependence should be determined based on all accumulated evidence to generalize across diverse samples. This study was based on a relatively small Japanese clinical sample and might have contained many severe cases. Actually, since about 20% of the subjects were divorced and over 20% of the subjects were unemployed, the subjects' social positions were thought to be relatively unstable. Other studies targeting larger samples of treatment-seeking patients or heavy drinkers in other countries are anticipated. Sixth, we examined the correlation of symptoms using manual calculations partly because only 6 symptomatic items were targeted and analyzed in the present study. Recently, new statistical approaches, such as network theory and graph theory, have been increasingly used to address symptom networks (Boschloo et al., 2015) . These techniques have been used in the field of substance use disorders (Rhemtulla et al., 2016) . Since these new methods would be very helpful for identifying items that appear to influence each other among numerous factors, these methods seem to be promising for addressing the relations and centrality of symptoms and for revising our conceptualization of psychiatric disorders and comorbidities. Seventh, a recent study exhibited a low consistency in the ordering of the severity of individual criteria for alcohol use disorders across studies (Lane et al., 2016) . The diagnostic instruments that were used were found to be a large source of this inconsistency. Although the diagnostic criteria for alcohol dependence in the ICD-10 were used in this study, studies using different diagnostic instruments might undermine the reproducibility of the present study. Therefore, further studies using other methodological variables, such as samples and assessment instruments, would help to advance research in this area.
The present study explored the core diagnostic items associated with patients visiting a treatment center. The statistical analysis demonstrated the strong correlations of 3 diagnostic items, "strong desire," "difficulties in controlling," and "neglect of pleasures." The loading values of the 3 diagnostic items quantitatively gained a large share in the principal component analysis. The core symptomatic elements in the diagnosis of alcohol dependence were statistically suggested in this study. We speculated that the relations and components among the diagnostic items of alcohol dependence might also be applicable to other forms of substance use dependence and behavioral addiction.
